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TOP BRACES

BIRD’SMOUTH

CROWN UP

EVEN WITH
TOP OF SLAB
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Sheathe the side walls with 1/2-in. plywood starting at
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the back. Nail the plywood to the studs every 6 in. with
2-in. cement-coated nails.

rower. Just rip 2 in. from the underside
of the rafters before you screw the pair
together. These narrower rafters allow
the tongue-and-groove ceiling to recess
into the roof for a more elegant look.
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The last pair of rafters has a collar tie
recessed across the front for added
strength. Before you cut the recesses,
tack a long 2x4 brace to the bottoms of
the rafters as shown in Photo 16. Make
sure the spread between the bird’smouth ends is 121 in. Cut the curved
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collar tie, measure down 38-1/2 in. from
the top of each rafter, lay in the collar tie
and trace it. Now set your saw depth to
3/4 in. and cut away a recess with multiple passes of the saw. Use a sharp chisel
and rasp to smooth the bottom of the
cutaway. Glue and screw the collar tie
into the recess using construction adhesive and 1-1/4 in. galvanized deck
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screws, then remove the brace.

Keep your rafter pairs
on layout
Mark the 16-in. on-center layout onto
the tops of the 2x6 tie plates, starting
from the outside edge of the rear wall
framing. This way all the rafter pairs
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will be directly above the stud layout of
the side walls below. Nail the hurricane
ties onto the wall, matching the layout.
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Cut allFH05JAU_SCSHED_17.JPG
the rafters to the dimensions in Figure C.
Select straight 2x6s and be sure to crown all
the boards so any slight bow will rise to the top edge.
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